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Invest Adequately in Security, Disclose When Things 
Go Wrong
Knowledge@Wharton:  Where are the weakest security links -- telecommunications infrastructure, third-party 
applications, you talked about user behavior, all of the above?

Andrea Matwyshyn:  All of the above are concerns and one of the primary concerns exists on the user end. So 
if the user has difficulty interacting with a product it renders the product more vulnerable, even if it’s perfectly 
designed from an engineering standpoint in terms of the data being protected once it’s in transit. So thinking 
about the user interface is very important. For example, I was on the Square web site this morning and I wanted 
to see what their security and privacy policy was. Their web site’s beautifully designed, but I had difficulty finding 
the link for the user agreements and the security policy. Turns out, yes, it’s at the bottom of the page, but it’s in a 
different colored font in tiny gray letters that was hard for me to find, frankly. 

And so these kinds of user interactions either engender trust or don’t engender trust, either make it easier or 
more difficult for a user to be compromised by an attacker or by their own fat finger maneuver. And it could really 
happen either way. And so, thinking about the way that a reasonable person interacts at the point of the human 
machine interface, it’s very important with mobile products, because those challenges exist.

Particularly when we’re thinking about the provider end of this equation, if we have new entrants coming in, who 
perhaps don’t have the same degree of technological sophistication as some of the big players like Google in 
terms of information security, in other sectors of the economy, there’s still very much a learning curve happening 
with respect to security. You see public companies just starting to understand that they should be disclosing 
their material breaches in their securities filings. The SEC had guidance on this in 2011 but the perception of the 
SEC seems to be that companies are still not complying adequately with that. There is still in the halls of some 
companies a perception that you can hide your security problems and that no one will discover them. That’s not 
true. And you have an active hacker community that talks about security problems. You have an active research 
community that discovers them. And you have users who discover that problems exist.

So [it’s about] getting companies across our economy into the mindset that security has to be a priority, you have 
to invest adequately, you have to disclose in a fair way when something goes wrong -- that it’s a learning curve. 
The question is not whether you ever have a security breach. The question is, did you have a security breach 
because you were not thoughtful about having the best industry practices in place? Or did you have a security 
breach because there’s a brilliant hacker sitting somewhere in a foreign country that came up with a zero-day 
exploit that didn’t previously exist, and so you didn’t really have a means of protecting yourself because it wasn’t 
on your radar? That’s a different kind of problem.

So the goal is to minimize the known problems, and to learn from your mistakes and to grow. And as long as 
companies demonstrate that they’re growing in their security knowledge and that they’re really trying hard, the 
SEC will be happy. I think consumers will be happy because they’ll understand that we’re all learning here. This is 
a moving target and evolution is going to take time, but ultimately as long as we all try and we all learn, we’ll get 
to the best possible resolution of a secure mobile space.


